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N2
+(2Rg) and Rb(
2S) in a hybrid trap: modeling ion
losses from radiative association paths
F. A. Gianturco, *a A. D. Do¨rfler,b S. Willitsch,b E. Yurtsever,c
T. Gonza´lez-Lezana d and P. Villarreal *d
By employing ab initio computed intermolecular potential energy surfaces we calculate the radiative
association probabilities and rates for two diﬀerent associative mechanisms involving trapped molecular
ions N2
+(2Sg) interacting either directly with ultracold Rb atoms or undergoing charge-exchange (CE)
processes leading to the formation of complexes of the strongly exothermic products N2(X
1Sg) plus
Rb+(1S0). The two processes are expected to provide possible paths to ion losses in the trap within the
timescale of experiments. The present calculations suggest that the associative rates for the ‘vibrational’
direct process are too small to be of any significant importance at the millikelvin temperatures
considered in the experiments, while the ‘vibronic’ path into radiatively associating the CE products has
a probability of occurring which is several orders of magnitude larger. However the reaction rate
constants attributed to non-adiabatic CE [F. H. J. Hall and S. Willist, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2012, 109, 233202]
are in turn several orders of magnitude larger than the radiative ones calculated here, thereby making
the primary experimental process substantially unaﬀected by the radiative losses channel.
1 Introduction
The study of chemical processes at very low temperature, and of
the detailed physics of their mechanisms at the molecular level,
has strongly developed in the last decade or so. Their aims, the
new scientific directions oﬀered by their findings and the many
applications associated with cold and ultracold molecules have
been treated in some detail in several recent reviews and
books.1–9 We shall therefore not reiterate here all the motiva-
tions and opportunities, but only note that the above analysis
indicates much promise for their applications in fundamental
science, precision measurements, high-resolution spectroscopy
of a variety of molecular systems, quantum simulation and
computing via spectroscopic interrogation of trapped molecules,
and in addition provides the opportunity to explore new control
aspects for chemical dynamics, made possible by the development
of ultracold molecular sources.
More specifically, to combine the use of radiofrequency ion
traps with the additional presence of optical dipole traps and
magneto-optical traps10–16 in order to achieve the simultaneous
confinement of cold molecular ions and cold atoms has recently
shown to yield the real possibility of studying ion–atom chemical
reactions in the domain of temperatures as low as a fewmillikelvin.
In terms of chemical processes, for example, the combination of
crossed-beam experiments with three-dimensional velocity map
imaging,17 has allowed the study of charge-transfer reactions
between Ar+ and N2 and produced, albeit at higher collisions
energies than the millikelvin regime, interesting results on the
dependence of the charge-transfer on angular distribution and
on its link with the chosen initial vibrational state of the neutral
molecular partner. In the present work we wish to provide some
additional insight via quantum calculations which deal with the
low-temperature studies of charge-exchange (CE) chemical reactions
that have been carried out at collision energies in the millikelvin
regime and where the initial molecular partner is ionic, e.g.
N2
+(X+2S+g). The trapped molecular ion is made to interact with
the Rb neutral atoms to give rise to the exothermic charge
exchange process: N2
+ + Rb- N2 + Rb
+, which has been analyzed
and discussed within the framework of a non-adiabatic, non-
radiative process in ref. 15. In particular, we wish to provide with
the present analysis a semi-quantitative modeling for the possible
occurrence of radiative association (RA) reactions in the trap
stimulated by non-zero dipolar transition moments between the
states involved during the trapping process of either partners.15,17
These can either be caused by what we shall term the ‘vibrational’
RA path, i.e. the associative recombination of the initial partners:
N2
+(2Sg) + Rb(5s)(
2S1
2
) which produces a triatomic ion in the same
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electronic state, or the ‘vibronic’ RA process, whereby the
associative reaction involves a transition to a different electronic
state connecting asymptotically to the charge-transfer products:
N2(X
1Sg) + Rb
+(4p6)(1S0). In other words, we want to answer, by
quantum modeling of the RA paths, the following questions:
can N2
+ and Rb form bound states, thereby subtracting reaction
partners from the trap and perhaps causing significant trap
losses of the reactants? Can bound complexes be formed in a
radiative transition to a charge-transfer state and therefore
reduce the apparent yield of non-adiabatic charge exchange in
the experiments? These questions are of relevance in the light of
recent findings in atomic collision systems such Ca+/Ba+/Sr+ +
Rb13,18 in which it was found that RA is the dominant reactive
channel. The objective of the present paper is to theoretically
assess whether RA can also be an important process in cold
collision systems involving molecular ions and alkali atoms,
choosing N2
+ + Rb as a prototypical example.15
The processes to be analysed therefore involve the following
possibilities:
the ‘vibrational’ RA process:
N2
þðXþ2Sgþ; v ¼ 0Þ þRb 5s2S1
2
 
! ½N2Rbþ þ ho; (1)
or the ‘vibronic’ RA process:
N2
þ Xþ2Sgþ; v ¼ 0
 þRb 5s2S1
2
 
! ½N2Rbþ þ ho: (2)
In the first process the ionic triatomic complex is formed in the
initial, excited electronic state (*) of the bound three-atoms,
while in the latter process the triatomic bound species is
produced in the ground electronic state whose dissociation
limit corresponds to N2(
1S+g) and Rb
+(1S0) fragments, the products
from the CE process.
It is important to note here that a broad range of possible
initial and final states are involved in the experiments, while we
intend for the moment to somewhat simplify the investigation
by considering only the lowest electronic state among the entrance
channels, i.e. the initial state already listed above, and only the
lowest electronic state among those produced by the CE reaction.
In other words, the final state considered is the one just listed
before and corresponding to an energy release after the CE
reaction of about 11.4 eV.15
In order to analyse both of the above reactions (1) and (2), we
therefore need to know the details about the atom–molecule
interaction potentials which are active within the trap, generate
the corresponding structure of the bound and metastable bound
states of the two possible types of three-particle complexes and
then model the necessary dipole-moment functions that will
allow us to obtain the overall probabilities of complex for-
mation at the relevant trap temperatures. The following Section
2 presents the computed potential energy surfaces and the
relevant dipole moments, while Section 3 shows the theoretical
approach for tackling the RA processes and discusses the
present results. Finally, in Section 4 our present conclusions
are summarized.
2 Potential energy surfaces and
dipole moments
To carry out the present analysis we have focussed on the lowest
electronic states involved with either the initial partners in the
cold ion trap or with the final partners after the CE reaction.15
The N2
+(X+2S+g) molecular ion and the Rb(5s)(
2S1
2
) rubidium
atom are the two partners present in the specific initial channel
that we shall consider. As already pointed out, more electronic
states are expected to be activated in the trap by the CE process,
so that several channels will be open for the final products.
However, to provide an initial estimate of spontaneous/stimulated
RA processes which would involve the most abundant initial
electronic state of the partners, we have selected only one
combination of the partners’ electronic states, i.e. the one
corresponding to the energetically lowest entrance channel as
discussed in ref. 15 and the one corresponding to the energe-
tically lowest final channel after the CE reaction: the N2(
1Sg) +
Rb+(4p6)(1S0) product partners.
15 It is also interesting to note at
this point that the experimental results presented in ref. 15
indicate that the reaction involving Rb(5p)(2P3
2
) as a partner of
the molecular ion are considerably faster than those involving
the lowest energy level of the triatomic system that we are
considering here. This diﬀerence between experimental CE
rates will also be discussed by us later on in relation with the
magnitude of the computed RA rates of the present work.
Calculations of the relevant potential energy surfaces (PES)
have been performed by using the MOLPRO suite of ab initio
computational programs.19 The tested basis set expansions
were def2-TZVP for Rb, aug-CC-pVTZ and aug-CC-PVQZ for N,
with the latter being selected for the production runs which
yielded the interaction potential. The selections were done at
the CASSCF level considering the complete active space for the
molecular ion and an eﬀective core potential (ECP) for the Rb
atom, as defined in ref. 20. This ECP refers to 28 inner electrons,
so that 9 electrons were explicitly treated and thus correlated
with the nitrogen molecular species active electrons. Tests using
larger basis sets for N or all electron calculations for Rb have not
changed the quality of the potential energy surfaces. The wave-
functions were optimized by multi-configurational self-consistent-
field (MCSCF) method employing 4 states with 6 closed shell,
9 active orbitals and 10 electrons. Starting with MCSCF wave-
functions, multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI)
calculations were carried out for the lowest 4 states. For each state,
Mulliken charges on Rb atom were calculated to characterize the
states as exit or entrance channel states. As expected, the lowest
root always corresponded to an exit channel with Rb retaining
the positive charge at medium to large distances. The entrance
channel with molecular nitrogen ion was usually either the
lowest 3rd or 4th root depending on the geometry of the
complex. By analysing the charge on Rb, energies corresponding
to both channels were selected from Davidson-rotated reference-
correctedMRCI eigenvalues.21 The intramolecular distance of N2
+
has been fixed at the equilibrium geometry of its |vi = |0i
vibrational level (req = 1.178 Å), which is a reasonable assumption
for this state since the frequency of the dimer is very high as
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compared with the low energy of the collisions taken into account
in the RA processes and so no vibrational excitations are envisaged.
Due to the sudden nature of the vibronic process, the intra-
molecular distance of N2 was also fixed at the same value. Then
each full potential was defined on a two dimensional (2D) grid
as a V(R,y) potential. The radial distance R defines the position
of either the Rb (or the Rb+) atom from the mid-point of the N2
+
(or of the N2 molecule at the same geometry) bond, while the
angle y is chosen to be y = 01 for the collinear N2
+  Rb
configuration and y = 901 for the T-shaped geometry of the
complex. The same choice of angles also apply to the final
products of the CE process in the trap. The range of the angular
values was considered from 01 to 901 with Dy = 101 and the
radial range extended from R = 2 Å to R = 20 Å, using about
100 points for each angular value.
In order to provide a visual assessing of the surfaces involved
in the RA processes we show in Fig. 1 the corresponding contour
plots. Both surfaces are smooth and present the minima at the
T-shaped arrangement (upper surface dissociating into Rb and
N2
+) and linear geometries (lower surface dissociating into Rb+
and N2) respectively.
The data reported by the two panels of Fig. 2 show the radial
dependence for the 01-to-901 angular range and for ten diﬀerent
angular values considered for the two potentials of the present
study. The radial regions of the attractive wells are shown for
each ordinate and for the two sets of potential ‘cuts’. About the
features reported by that figure we can make the following
comments:
(i) The bound states of either of the possible triatomic
complexes which would be located at the bottom of the chemical
wells of the two types of potential interactions are indicating
(from the range of action of the deeper well regions as well as the
diﬀerent equilibrium distances) that one should expect a rather
diverse range of structures for the bound states of the two
[N2  Rb]+ systems produced in processes of eqn (1) and (2) since
the depths of the potential wells vary rather markedly between
diﬀerent orientations of the partners;
(ii) The deepest well is associated with the T-shaped complex
in the case of the entrance channel given in the upper panel of
the figure – although comparable with that shown at the linear
configuration – while the linear structure clearly turns out to be
most strongly bound in the case of the exit channel linked with the
CE reaction, the former being B3.5 times deeper than the later.
Moreover, the equilibrium distances in the entrance channel are
longer (45 Å) than those of the CE channel (B3.75 Å). These
differences in the spatial shapes of either of the electronic
potentials will be playing a significant role in the calculations;
(iii) Within the radial interval 2.5 År Rr 20 Å, we fitted the
potential of the entrance channel at y = 01 and y = 901 using an
expansion
VðR; yÞ ¼
P6
n¼0
pnðyÞ exp naðyÞðR R0ðyÞÞ½ ; R  Rc
P8
n¼4
CnðyÞ
Rn
; R4Rc;
8>><
>>:
(3)
with the matching point at Rc = 10 Å, which behaves properly at
long distances as the leading term is of the form p 1/R4.
Fig. 1 Contour plots for the computed potential energy surfaces for the
processes of the present study. Distances in Å and potential values in cm1.
Fig. 2 Computed radial potentials for ten diﬀerent angular values for each
selected electronic potential. The upper panel reports the potential strength
and anisotropy for the interacting partners in the entrance channel, while the
lower panel shows the same range of potential strength and anisotropy for
the exit CE channel.
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From the averaged value C4 = (C4(0) + 2C4(90))/3 we obtain an
isotropic dipole polarizability of Rb, a0Rb = 2C4E 46.7 Å3 that
is close to the asymptotic experimental value (48.7 Å3).22
(iv) For the fitting of the curves of the lower panel involving
the CE exit channel, we have used the following form
VðR; yÞ ¼
X7
n¼2
C2nðyÞ
R2n
(4)
The shallower potential curve associated with the T-shaped
configuration gives rise to a positive value for the leading C4(90)
term, i.e. a pseudo negative polarizability. Hence, the averaged
isotropic value becomes underestimated, 9.63 a.u., although
not far from the ab initio value of 11.413 a.u.23 The fitting
parameters appearing in eqn (3) and (4) are shown in Table 1.
(v) Both panels in Fig. 2 show that the diﬀerences in the well
depths for both systems smoothly evolve as the angular variable
is moved from the collinear (C) to the 901 (T) configurations.
This feature therefore indicates that we could partly simplify
our treatment by taking advantage of this potential behavior by
selecting its values at the two extreme orientations.
To therefore present more clearly the marked diﬀerences in
the angular strengths of the two interaction potentials which
we shall use in the present work, and also to stress the quality
of the analytic fits performed, we show in Fig. 3 two separate
panels which display only the two extreme potential energy
curves for each of the two channels discussed. It will be such
extreme orientations that we shall employ in our work to
calculate the final cross sections. The upper panel pertains to
the interaction between the partners in the entrance channel,
while the lower panel shows the same extreme orientations for
the interaction potential associated with the CE exit channel
considered in this work. Assuming that the origin of energy
corresponds to the dissociation limit Rb+ + N2, and in order to
maintain the actual relative position of the two channels, the
energies of the entrance channel have been shifted by an
amount of 94412.79 cm1 corresponding to the asymptotic
diﬀerence between the reaction channels (11.71 eV), obtained
through ECP calculations, whatever be the orientation.
It is clear from the data in that figure that the two complexes
formed during the RA processes would be of very diﬀerent
Table 1 Parameters for the analytic description of the interactions. Note that in order to maintain the actual relative position of the potentials, those of
the entrance channel (up) should be shifted by adding an amount of 0.430176332 Eh = 94,412.79 cm
1 E 11.71 eV
V upcoll V
up
T V
down
coll V
down
T
R0 (Å) 5.8 5.25
a (Å1) 0.034368 0.034468
p0 (cm
1) 1756256.63 262228016.79
p1 (cm
1) 12544629.15 1657141129.59
p2 (cm
1) 30069857.17 4348781360.99
p3 (cm
1) 26102330.12 6062945894.88
p4 (cm
1) 3701700.96 4733245170.05
p5 (cm
1) 17639551.38 1960411915.99
p6 (cm
1) 7113286.78 336249184.65
C4 (cm
1 Å4) 2437572.32 2869054.88 691768.92 221520.69
C5 (cm
1 Å5) 308701429.10 535117.89
C6 (cm
1 Å6) 5063017522.48 113620695.71 27268840.32 10591580.01
C8 (cm
1 Å8) 225693428343.86 11575979814.12 800973102.58 215252540.69
C10 (cm
1 Å10) 10655848942.91 2679823716.66
C12 (cm
1 Å12) 56274742470.61 19810792602.71
C14 (cm
1 Å14) 111187148552.10 56895816557.42
Fig. 3 Computed (points) and fitted (lines) radial potentials for the two extreme
angular values for each selected electronic potential. The upper panel reports
the potential strength and anisotropy for the interacting partners in the entrance
channel at the collinear (coll) and T-shaped (T) orientations, while the lower
panel shows the same range of potential strength and anisotropy at the same
two orientations for the exit CE channel. Note that the asymptotic gap between
both channels is ofB11.71 eV, see main text for details.
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shapes since the vibrational radiative recombination would produce
bound states in both T-shaped and linear configurations, while the
vibronic RA process will be dominated by bound states formed
within collinear configurations. In fact, for angular momentum
zero, the collinear potential supports 168 bound levels in the
entrance channel and the T-shaped potential presents 172
bound levels. The situation is very diﬀerent for the exit CE
channel: 63 (collinear) versus 1 (T-shaped) bound levels.
Another important element for conducting the calculations
outlined in the following section is to further obtain the necessary
dependence of the permanent dipole moment (PDM) function
associated with the ‘vibrational’ RA process on the 2D coordinates.
With the same token, we naturally need to obtain from calculations
the same dependence on the chosen 2D grid of (R,y) for the
transition dipole moment (TDM) associated with the ‘vibronic’ RA
process. We have carried out such calculations over the same range
of variables for which the 2D PESs were computed and we present
the results for the two extreme orientations in the two panels of
Fig. 4. As for the interaction potentials, and in order to speed up the
further dynamical calculations, we have resorted to an analytic
fitting of the computed data,
mðs;oÞðRÞ ¼ aðs;oÞRþ
X12
i¼1
B
ðs;oÞ
i
Ri
; (5)
where s = 1 or 2 stands for ‘permanent’ or ‘transition’, respectively,
while o denotes ‘collinear’ or ‘T-shaped’ orientations. The fitting
parameters are listed in Table 2.
As already suggested by the angular dependence shown in
the previous Fig. 3, the strength of the dipole function acting for
the ‘vibronic’ process down to the exothermic CE products is the
largest for the collinear approach between partners. In turn, the
PDMs driving the ‘vibrational’ process in the entrance channel
are almost identical for the two orientations and, except at short
distances, show a linear behavior with the distance as expected.24
As already mentioned earlier, such diﬀerence of behavior
will have specific eﬀects on the results we shall present in the
next section.
3 The radiative association processes
3.1 Theory
Given the rapid photon emission in the RA processes, we resort
as a first attempt to apply a rotational infinite order sudden
approximation as already used to treat vibrational predissociation of
Fig. 4 Computed permanent dipole moment (PDM) and transition dipole
moment (TDM) functions, together with their analytic fits, for the two
extreme angular values for each selected electronic potential. The former
refers to the quantity employed during the ‘vibrational’ RA process, while
the latter describes the function required for the ‘vibronic’ RA process.
Upper panel: collinear orientation, lower panel: T-shaped orientation.
Table 2 Parameters for the analytic description of the dipole moment functions
m(1,coll) m(1,T) m(2,coll) m(2,T)
a (a.u. Å1) 1.9924 2.3506
B1 (a.u. Å) 1657.0187 2512.4710 30.4821 12.2567
B2 (a.u. Å
2) 61845.2192 91540.4494 2392.4566 1064.0788
B3 (a.u. Å
3) 1036524.9314 1511936.2525 76397.9130 35958.5977
B4 (a.u. Å
4) 9689273.2672 14103040.2626 1312281.3620 634048.6655
B5 (a.u. Å
5) 55394814.5278 81221750.7341 13622697.2956 6616224.9115
B6 (a.u. Å
6) 201734784.634 299955809.2235 91399225.5088 44036454.8724
B7 (a.u. Å
7) 470485415.5217 712696720.3021 410052036.7595 194440568.4354
B8 (a.u. Å
8) 680834357.0876 1054111144.0114 1242108405.1710 577097549.5425
B9 (a.u. Å
9) 556958623.5691 883356826.7797 2507560115.7406 1138907266.1181
B10 (a.u. Å
10) 196915271.7597 320427619.5912 3231490357.8053 1433266491.7954
B11 (a.u. Å
11) 2403900607.7425 1040699997.5633
B12 (a.u. Å
12) 785190610.4123 331704514.4585
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the van derWaalsmolecule HeI2
25 by considering fixed values of the
angle y. Moreover, because of the smooth angular dependence of
the interactions, we follow a simplified approach by ‘‘freezing’’ the
angular variable at its two extreme values of the collinear and the
T-shaped interactions to proceed finally to an average of the results.
Thus, we computed the RA processes as occurring for a pseudo-one
dimensional (1D) problem involving two 1D potentials of V(R,0) and
V(R,90) for each channel, eqn (1) and (2), extrapolated to long
distances by using the expansion of eqn (3) and (4). We expect
that this simple model can already provide us with valuable
information on the relative importance of the two possible
mechanisms mentioned earlier as dissipative paths leading to
trap losses during the experimental process.15
Once the relative collision energy, E, between partners is
selected from the specific kinematic conditions in the trap, the
RA cross section, involving a transition from a continuum
initial state at angular momentum J to a discrete level ( J0,v)
of the upper (s = 1, vibrational process) or lower (s = 2, vibronic
process) electronic state, is given, at each orientation (o = collinear
or T-shaped) by:26,27
sðs;oÞE;J;v0;J 0 ¼
64
3
p5
c3
ps
k2
nE;J;v0;J 03SJ;J 0 M
ðs;oÞ
E;J;v0;J 0
 2; (6)
where SJ, J0 is the Ho¨nl–London factor for the S states,
28,29 nE, J,v0, J0
is the frequency of the emitted photon, with energy ho ¼ E þ eJ 0v ,
and eJ
0
v is the binding energy of the final complex vibrational
state. Also, ps is the statistical weight of the electronic states
involved in the process, k2 = 2mE with m being the reduced mass
of the reactants, and c is the speed of light. Since we are dealing
with radiative processes, the selection rules in the dipole
approximation for S - S transitions imply the condition
J0 = J  1 allowing only P and R branches. In turn, the necessary
transition moment for the process of the interacting partners to
move from the initial relative continuum energy E to a specific,
final vibrational bound state is given by30
M
ðs;oÞ
E;J;v 0;J 0 ¼
ð1
0
f
ðoÞ
EJ ðRÞmðs;oÞðRÞFðs;oÞv0;J 0 ðRÞdR; (7)
where the f ’s are the continuum solutions of the 1D Schro¨dinger
equation for a chosen angular momentum J (initial electronic
state), the F’s are the bound state solutions for the final state of
the complex, and m(s,o)(R) is the relevant (permanent or transition,
for s = 1 or s = 2, respectively) dipole moment function.
The RA cross section for a given vibrational/vibronic process
and orientation becomes27
sðs;oÞðEÞ ¼
X
J;v0;J 0
sðs;oÞE;J;v0;J 0 : (8)
In order to obtain realistic values, albeit still from our simplified
pseudo-diatom modelling for the RA cross sections presented in
Fig. 5, we have resorted to a direct averaging over orientations.
Considering an expansion of the corresponding cross section
function over Legendre Polynomials up to second order for both
types of processes discussed in this work, we can then write:
s(s)(E,y) = s(s)0 (E)P0(cos y) + s
(s)
2 (E)P2(cos y), (9)
its angular average is the isotropic s0 coeﬃcient, i.e.:
hsðsÞðE; yÞi ¼
ð1
1
sðsÞðE; yÞd cos y ¼ sðsÞ0 ðEÞ
¼ 1
3
sðs;CÞðEÞ þ 2sðs;TÞðEÞ
h i (10)
A further step in the modeling of the present process relates
to obtaining RA rates as a function of the collision temperature
by convoluting the computed cross sections over a Boltzmann
distribution:
K
ðsÞ
RAðTÞ ¼
8
pm
 1
2 1
kBT
 3
2
ð1
0
EsðsÞ0 ðEÞe
E
kBTdE; (11)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
3.2 Results
The masses used were (amu): 86.90918 (87Rb), and 14.00674 (N),
while the light speed was 137.03599 a.u. Also the following
conversion factors were considered: 1 K = 0.69504 cm1, 1 cm1 =
4.55633  106 Eh, and 1 a0 = 0.52918 Å. In order to perform
reliable calculations at extremely low kinetic energies, and what-
ever be the orientation, we have accounted for 40000 points of R
in the interval [2.5, 800] Å. The procedure used to solve the 1D
Schro¨dinger equations in the discrete as well as continuum part
of the spectrum, was as follows:31 the discrete energies and wave-
functions were eﬃciently found by employing a mixed Truhlar
and Numerov–Cooley procedure,32 while the continuum, energy
normalized, wave-functions were calculated by using an outward
Numerov propagation, assuming a sine behavior at large distances
to determine the phase-shift, and by further proceeding then to an
inward propagation.33
Since we have separately employed two diﬀerent potential
curves for each of the RA processes we are considering (e.g. see
Fig. 3), we have carried out the calculations outlined above and
Fig. 5 Computed angular averaged cross sections, as a function of the
initial kinetic energy. The various peaks are identified by their initial angular
momentum J and the type of dominant geometries: either collinear (C) or
perpendicular (T). The scale of the vibronic RA cross sections is given by
the left ordinates, while that for the vibrational RA cross sections is given
on the right ordinates. The inset depicts the region beyond 3  104 cm1.
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therefore obtained two sets of cross sections for either the
‘vibrational’ or the ‘vibronic’ RA processes corresponding to
the collinear and T-shaped approaches. We then obtained the
averaged quantities through eqn (10). From the behavior of the
potentials of Fig. 3 and of the PDM/TDM functions of Fig. 4, we
have already seen that the ‘vibrational’ process can be produced
in both T-shaped and linear configurations exhibiting compar-
able interactions, which will contribute to the corresponding
cross sections. On the other hand, the ‘vibronic’ process corre-
sponds preferentially to the linear arrangements as those yielding
the strongest interactions, hence producing the largest transition
cross sections for the computed RA quantities. It is therefore
natural to also expect that the final vibrational distributions of the
product [N2–Rb]
+ complexes which are ‘‘bound’’ in each of the
potential arrangements would also be different. An example of
such contributions for both types of processes is given in Fig. 5.
They were estimated from the different branches RJ and PJ. The
incoming kinetic energy values which we have employed here
cover a broad range of values. They actually show that in practice
the largest contributions to the cross sections come in the energy
range of mK. Because of the spin multiplicities of the electronic
states in the processes taken into account (see ref. 15) which
involve an upper state as being either singlet or triplet and a
lower state to be a singlet, we have accounted for the ‘vibronic’
cross sections a weighting factor p2 = 0.25 by spin conservation,
while for ‘vibrational’ ones this factor is p1 = 1. The sum over
initial angular momenta went up to J = 20, numerically found to
be a sufficient value for achieving convergence at the energies of
interest. For both types of processes we clearly see a cluster of
resonance profiles over the examined range of energies that can
be associated with different trapping processes generated by the
two potentials and for their specifically dominant geometries,
also labelled in the figure: J = 8, 11, 13, 16, and 18 for linear
orientation, and J = 9, 12, 14, and 18 at the T-shaped configuration.
Furthermore, the ‘vibronic’ cross sections decrease in size from J = 8
as the relative collision energy increases while the ‘vibrational’ cross
sections increase up to J = 13 and then decrease. Outside these
marked resonance regions, however, the cross sections for both
types of processes remain fairly slow functions of energy and
maintain the large differences in size shown by the two ordinate
scales. One also sees from the figure how the stronger resonances
for the ‘vibronic’ processes invariably appear for the collinear
geometry interaction potential, while the resonances shown by
the ‘vibrational’ process cross sections come from both T-shaped
and linear potential choices. In any event, the cross sections
corresponding to the complex formation after the CE reaction
has taken place are shown by the present model calculations to
be about five to seven orders of magnitude larger than those for
the ‘vibrational’ process before the occurrence of the CE reaction.
A detailed analysis of transition moments, eqn (7), is provided
in Fig. 6 for one of the largest contributions, collinear R8, in the
cross-sections shown in Fig. 5. There, we display the square of the
corresponding vibrational and vibronic transition moments in
terms of the initial kinetic energy of the colliders and of the final
vibrational channel v0 (left panels), and the same multiplied by
the cube of the emitted photon energy (right panels). One can
clearly realize that for the vibrational process the magnitude of
|M|2 is of the order of 1011 a.u., while for the vibronic one this is
only of 103 a.u. In the vibrational case there is a clear peak of |M|2
near the highest vibrational level allowed, v0 = 171. In the vibronic
case, in turn, |M|2 presents a maximum at low excitations,
v0 = 2,3, and also there is a ‘‘tail’’ of several maxima towards
higher vibrational levels. After including the photon energy
factor (hn)3, the values of these magnitudes reverse, i.e., the
vibronic process is shown to be more eﬃcient than the vibrational
one. In the vibronic process the photon energy factor is almost
independent on the exiting vibrational state as the well depth of
the final state is very small as compared with the diﬀerence in
energy between the asymptotes of the incoming and the outgoing
channels. Therefore the original structure of the couplings
remains with several peaks and a maximum at v0 = 3. On the
contrary, in the vibrational process there is a competition between
the placing of the maximum and the energy of the exiting photon,
which is lower as the vibrational exiting level is higher. So, the
original structure of couplings changes by inclusion of the photon
energy factor and evolves to a maximum at v0 = 130 developing
some additional peaks at lower vibrational excitations.
In order to gain further understanding about the physics of
the involved processes, we present in Fig. 7 and 8 some additional
calculations concerning the features of the outgoing photons
originating from the quantum calculations for the vibrational
and vibronic RA processes, respectively.
It is interesting to note that, although as mentioned earlier
all partial cross sections are rather small, the calculations
indicate that the emitted photon, within the range of infrared
frequencies, presents a quasi-Gaussian distribution with one
marked maximum appearing at a high level of v = 130, together
with additional peaks at v = 107 and 95. That collinear potential
curve, in fact, turns out to support about 168 vibrational levels
for the bound triatomic complex in the entrance electronic
channel. The smallness of the cross sections, however, already
indicates that the importance of trap losses via the vibrational
RA process is to be considered rather negligible.
Fig. 6 Left panels: Square of the transition moments of eqn (7) in the
collinear R8 branch for the vibrational (upper) and vibronic (lower) processes.
Right panels: The samemultiplied by the cube of the emitted photon energy.
Units of energy are 104 cm1.
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A similar analysis regarding the general features of the
emitted photons after the vibronic RA process involving the final
CE product channel can be done after examining the results
reported by the next Fig. 8. The behavior of the emitted photons
for the ‘vibronic’ processes is clearly very diﬀerent, as one should
expect from the diﬀerent nature of the involved potentials. The
results reported in Fig. 8 correspond to calculations within the
more important collinear configuration for the interacting
potential, as seen from Fig. 3. The emitted photons appear in
the vacuum ultraviolet region, showing strong, marked peaks at
the shorter wavelengths that are associated with lower vibrational
excitations (v = 2, 3) of the final complex, decreasing gradually
and showing a sort of periodicity as v increases. The actual
potential supports, in fact, about 61 vibrational bound states.
Furthermore, we see that the partial cross sections linked to the
R8 peak for the collinear approach shown earlier in Fig. 5 are now
nearly eight orders of magnitude larger than those exhibited by
the emitted photons for the ‘vibrational’ process in Fig. 7. We
therefore expect that the association-inducing process, corres-
ponding to RA losses after the CE reaction has occurred, should
be a far more significant process than the ‘vibrational’ RA
process, also discussed in the present work.
The results concerning RA rates are reported by Fig. 9, where
the examined range of temperature varies from about 0.01 mK to
about 1.0 K. Both types of final rates obtained from the angular-
averaged cross sections discussed earlier are given in the figure.
The data of the figure clearly indicate the remarkable diﬀerences
in the orders of magnitude for the rates associated with the two
processes we are considering in this study. We see, in fact, that
the values for the ‘vibrational’ RA reaction rates remain uniformly
small over the range of examined temperatures. In the region
between 0.1 and 10 mK we see an increase in value, which
remains almost constant, but only up to 2  1021 cm3 s1,
which is a negligible rate for atom/ion losses in the trap. On the
other hand, the rates for the RA ‘vibronic’ process are seen to be
much larger and to show a broad distribution too in the above
mentioned region around the mK region with a maximum value
of 1.15  1014 cm3 s1. If one further considers the fact that
the reactive collisions were associated in the experiments with
rates which are several orders of magnitude larger, the present
calculations suggest that, within the lowest temperatures achievable
in the trap, the ‘vibronic’ RA process is a possibility of a greater
significance than the ‘vibrational’ process, although still of fairly
limited importance compared to other reactive processes such as
non-adiabatic charge exchange.15
4 Conclusions
In this work we have analysed in some detail, using ab initio
methods for structural and dynamics quantum calculations,
Fig. 7 Partial ‘vibrational’ RA cross sections corresponding to the R8
transition of collinear arrangement, as a function of the emitted photon
energies and wave-lengths in the trap. The energies are given in meV (top)
and the wave-lengths in mm (bottom). The initial kinetic energy of the
colliding partners is also given in the figure.
Fig. 8 Partial RA cross sections for the ‘vibronic’ process corresponding
to the R8 transition of the dominant collinear arrangement, as a function of
the emitted photon energies and wave-lengths in the trap. The initial
kinetic energy of the colliding partners is also given in the figure. The
dotted line comes from a fitting by cubic splines to guide the eye.
Fig. 9 Computed reaction rate constants for the spontaneous RA process
over a selected range of temperatures for the reaction partners in the trap.
The blue line reports the ‘vibrational’ process while the red line refers to
the ‘vibronic’ process. The scale of the latter’s rates is given by the
ordinates on the left, while the scale for the former process is shown by
the ordinates on the right of the figure.
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the possible relevance of radiative association paths for the
N2
+/Rb system in a hybrid trap as discussed in recent experimental
studies.15 The idea has been to assess the significance of possible
processes involving the formation of bound triatomic complexes
both within the initial entrance channel of the collision (which we
have called the ‘vibrational’ RA path) and also after the occurrence
of a CE reaction and therefore involving the product electronic
configurations in forming the bound complexes (which we have
called here the ‘vibronic’ RA process). Using an accurate descrip-
tion of the atom/ion interaction forces, we have selected a simple
modeling for the RAmechanism whereby only two major paths for
relative approaches between partners have been selected as the
most significant for driving the RA channels: the collinear
approach and the T-shaped approach perpendicular to the
midbond of N2
+/N2 molecular partners kept at the same molecular
geometries during the fast reaction in the trap.15 Using these two
1D pictures as extreme conditions describing both types of inter-
actions, we have obtained the RA probabilities and cross sections
from a further angular averaging over a polynomial expansion of
the 1D results. This physically means that the full 2D structural
landscape can be eﬃciently described by correctly averaging the
two selected major configurations. We have also noticed from the
calculations that the two final PESs had diﬀerent anisotropic
features: T-shaped and linear orientations can contribute to the
‘vibrational’ process final states, while the ‘vibronic’ process is
exclusively characterized by an interaction potential corresponding
to the collinear orientation. Such diﬀerences were seen to play a
significant role when calculating the transition moment matrix
elements for the two dissipative paths.
The final cross sections have been employed to obtain a final
modeling of the RA reaction rates in themK region of temperatures.
The present calculations, albeit following a fairly simple picture
of the physical processes under consideration (but employing
structural data obtained from realistically accurate ab initio
methods) indicate that the ‘vibrational’ RA losses of molecular
ions within the trap would be a rather negligible process under
the experimental conditions at which the charge-exchange
collisions are studied.15 Certainly a more extended 2D modeling
of the collision dynamics would improve quantitatively the
reliability of the results. However, given the large diﬀerence in
rates of RA processes found through the calculations shown
here, one does not expect that 2D calculations would modify the
present picture significantly.
Since the partner species in the entrance channel are under-
going charge-exchange reactions in the trap, we have also taken
into consideration the possibility that a diﬀerent RA process
could occur, whereby the new partners within the formed
complex would now be the N2(X
1S+g) neutral molecule and the
ionized rubidium atom Rb+(4p6)(1S0). The energetic location of
the final channel is about 11.71 eV below the partners of the
entrance channel for the lowest electronic state that we have
considered in our model calculations. Since it would be diﬃcult
to conjecture the importance of this process without performing
actual calculations, we have carried out out ab initio study of this
process which would involve the ‘vibronic’ path into the lowest
possible CE partners. One should notice that, although the
increased energy gap in the transitions will enhance the RA
cross-sections, eqn (6), the size of the overlap integrals between the
initial continuum states and the final bound states, through the
relevant dipole moment, may be small in this process since
the final, charge-exchange potential behaves in the opposite way
from the initial channel potential: now the deepest well appears
for the collinear geometry of the interaction while the T-shaped
approach has the shallowest well, as we have already shown in
the data of Fig. 2 and of Fig. 3. In fact, for the collinear R8
branch which provides the major contribution, the squares of
those overlap integrals for the vibronic RA process are nine
orders of magnitude lower than the ones corresponding to the
vibrational RA process, although the inclusion of the photon
energy factor reverses this situation as mentioned above, see
Fig. 6. At the end, we found that the cross sections and the final
associative rates for the vibronic process were about six orders
of magnitude larger than those pertaining to the vibrational
process. Furthermore, the rate constants as a function of trap
temperature (see Fig. 9) exhibit a broad maximum value around
a temperature of about 1 mK, which is of the order of the
temperature considered in the trap (B20 mK) during the CE
process.15 It therefore follows that this alternative process,
although likely to be of limited importance when considering
trap losses during the reactions discussed by the experiments15
can definitely occur with much larger probabilities than the
direct process and may be about up to four orders of magnitude
smaller than the primary non-adiabatic CE channel between
the partners in the considered electronic state.
Another possible lower-lying state of the partner species in
the trap, after the occurrence of the charge-exchange process,
is the one where the neutralized nitrogen molecule is in an
excited electronic state, e.g., N2(C
3Pu) and still capable of
interacting with the same atomic ion Rb+(4p6)(1S0). However,
the diﬀerent spin multiplicity of the relevant PES with respect
to the initial interaction which we have discussed in this work
will make the transition spin-forbidden and consequently very
weak. This transition process into the RA channels would
therefore be even less important than the ones we have discussed
above. Generally speaking, all RA channels involving any electro-
nically excited state of the product N2 are expected to have a
considerably smaller cross section than the one involving the
electronic ground state considered here because of the much
smaller frequency factors in eqn (6).
From the above discussion of our exploratory calculations it
therefore follows that among the possible dissipative processes
involving RA mechanisms between active electronic states within
the electronic potentials of the entrance channel, the one from
the lowest energy configurations of reagents, which is the one
used in the experimental setup of ref. 15, going into the lowest CE
electronic state of the exothermic products is the most likely to
play a role in an initial modelling of the RA process in the trap.
Our calculations further suggest, in fact, that even if its rates are
of modest size the diﬀerences are much less marked than those
for the direct RA channel and should therefore be included
in a fuller analysis of all processes likely to occur in the trap
experiments. However, it also needs to be stressed that the
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reaction rate constants attributed to non-adiabatic CE in ref. 15
are several orders of magnitude larger than the radiative ones
calculated here. This rationalises the experimental findings of
ref. 15 in which no evidence for the formation of molecular
reaction products has been found. It can thus be concluded
that for the present molecular collision system nonadiabatic
dynamics dominates over the radiative processes, in contrast to
atomic systems investigated previously.18 Further experimental
and theoretical studies are required to assess whether this is a more
general feature of cold molecular ion–alkali atom collision systems.
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